WARNING: PLEASE READ THE ENCLOSED CONSUMER INFORMATION AND PRECAUTIONS BOOKLET CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR NINTENDO® HARDWARE SYSTEM OR GAME PAK.
Congratulations! You and your racing team have met the minimum eligibility requirements for competition on the International Formula One Racing Association’s (IFORA) Grand Prix Circuit! You have made it to the big time in motor sports and can now compete against the best Formula One drivers in the world!

While you have exhibited considerable skill and promise at the amateur level, let me remind you that things are different on the pro circuit. The caliber of competition that you will face will intimidate you, and the courses you will drive on are without doubt the most challenging you will ever face. It takes a special combination of guts and driving ability succeed in this circuit’s dangerous, high-pressure atmosphere. The select few that have risen to the top are now your peers. If you wish to join their honored ranks, I suggest that you learn from them quickly.

Good luck and good racing!
Life In The Fast Lane

The breakneck world of Formula One racing is populated by a very special and unique breed of driver. At the wheel of low-slung, open-wheeled (fenderless) single-seaters, they may find themselves hurtling at mind-numbing speed down a narrow European side street, or negotiating a turn at a major international speedway. The incredible variety of track layouts and conditions in which Formula One cars compete require them to be smaller and more maneuverable than their counterparts that race on left-turn-only tracks.

Grand Prix auto racing got its start early in the century when Europeans began using closed highways as forums for their races. After World War I, the Paris-based Federation Internationale l’Automobile began building cars to meet the brutal demands of these types of courses according to a still-evolving formula. Engineered to be completely functional in every aspect of their design, Formula One cars have a spartan appearance.

Later, Americans would popularize the large, closed-circuit “speedways,” and in 1950 Grand Prix developed into a 12-race international competition for the World Championship of Drivers.
Start Your Engines!

1. Make sure the power switch on the console of your SUPER NINTENDO® ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM™ is OFF.

2. Insert the Redline: F-1 Racer™ Game Pak as described in your Super NES manual.

3. Turn the power switch ON.

Main Menu Mode

On the Main Menu you will see three categories: Game Start, Name Entry, and Color Select. You can move back and forth between these categories by using the Control Pad. To select one of the categories, push BUTTON A.

To return to the Main Menu, push BUTTON B.

Game Start

Selecting this will take you to the Game Mode Screen, where you can choose what kind of race you want to drive in, lap records and other options (see page 8 for more details). First, though, you’ll have to officially register your name and the color your Formula One team’s machine is using.
NAME ENTRY

In order to compete on the Formula One Grand Prix circuit, you must be registered with the International Formula One Racing Association (IFORA), the sport’s governing body. You will see a box in the center of the screen with a grid of letters and numbers below. Use the Control Pad to move through the grid. The blinking letter will indicate your position on the grid. Push BUTTON A to select a letter. To delete a selected letter, move to the left arrow at the bottom of the grid and push BUTTON A. You may enter any combination of letters and numbers up to six characters. When you are finished, register your name by selecting END and push BUTTON A. In Vs. 2nd Player Mode, the second racer also registers a name.

COLOR SELECT

The IFORA requires that a team’s color also be officially registered prior to competition. There are six different color styles from which to select. Only three are shown at one time on the screen. To see the others, press LEFT or RIGHT on the Control Pad. Use BUTTON A to make your selection.
**Game Modes**

Once you’ve selected **Game Start** from the Main Menu, the Game Mode Screen will appear. There are six game modes from which you can choose: **Vs. 2nd Player**, **Vs. Aguri**, **Championship**, **Free Practice**, **Lap Records**, and **Options**. Use the **Control Pad** to move through the modes and press **BUTTON A** to make your selection.

**Vs. 2nd Player**
Allows for head-to-head competition with another player on a split-screen.

**Vs. Aguri**
The IFORA has selected one of its top-rated drivers for an intense head-to-head mode designed to sharpen your skills and put your driving ability to the test. Racing head-to-head against Aguri Suzuki, one of the sport’s most renowned drivers and a fierce competitor, you’ll face awesome challenges in every turn and on each straightaway.

**Championship**
This enters you into the IFORA Grand Prix Circuit. Beginning this mode starts you on a grueling campaign through all 16 of the circuit’s international courses. Each race will consist of six laps, and the IFORA will determine in what order the courses are raced. You will not be able to select the weather conditions of the course in **Championship Mode** (see page 11 for details on weather selection).

**Free Practice**
This mode allows rookie drivers to train, test their driving skills and experiment with different settings on their cars. Drivers can take dry runs on any of the 16 Grand Prix courses or the two optional courses. Weather conditions can also be changed.

**Lap Records**
This will show you the best eight times recorded on each of the 16 courses on the circuit, including the two optional courses. Move through the records by pressing **LEFT** or **RIGHT** on the **Control Pad**.

**Options**
In this mode, you can customize the **Control Pad**, select the number of laps you wish to race in **Vs. 2nd Player Mode**, and choose between **Mono** and **Stereo** sound.
Selecting **Options** on the Game Mode Screen brings you to the Options Screen. Your choices here are **Controller Select**, **Vs. Mode Laps**, and **Sound Type**. Use the **Control Pad** to move through the choices. Use **BUTTON A** to make your selection.

**Controller Select**

In this mode you can customize the **Controller** to one of seven configurations. You can move through the different configurations using the **Control Pad**.

**Controller Select Screen:**
Two Possible Controller Configurations

**Controller Configurations:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAD TYPE</th>
<th>STEER RIGHT</th>
<th>STEER LEFT</th>
<th>SHIFT UP</th>
<th>SHIFT DOWN</th>
<th>ACCEL.</th>
<th>BRAKE</th>
<th>SP GAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>R • ↑</td>
<td>L • ↓</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>L • ↑</td>
<td>R • ↓</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>L • ↑</td>
<td>R • ↓</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>X • Y</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arrows indicate **Control Pad** direction.
**Options (Contd..)**

**Vs. Mode Laps**
When in Vs. 2nd Player Mode, use this option to choose a race of three, six or nine laps.

**Sound Type**
If you have a one-speaker system, select **Mono**. Choose **Stereo** if you have a two-speaker system.

Push **START** to pause the game at any time. The only time that a game cannot be paused is during a Pit Stop (see page 18 for more details).

You may cancel the game during a race by pushing **BUTTONS A, B, X and Y** simultaneously.

**To exit from the Options Screen,** push **BUTTON B**.
Free Practice Mode

Course
You can view diagrams of any of the 16 Grand Prix courses, including the two optional courses, by pressing LEFT or RIGHT on your Control Pad to scroll through them. Above the diagram you’ll see the IFORA’s detailed description of the course, as well as some tips for driving on that track. You can scroll up and down through this description by pressing UP or DOWN on the Control Pad. Push BUTTON A to select the course on which you want to race.

Weather
Scroll through the different weather conditions available by pressing RIGHT and LEFT on the Control Pad. Notice how the picture and temperature change for each condition. You may only alter weather conditions in Free Practice Mode; weather cannot be changed or selected during the course of the race or in the Vs. 2nd Player or Championship Modes.

Free Practice Mode Options Screen

This mode of play gives you the opportunity to experiment with different courses, tuning sets, and weather conditions. It is important to become familiar with the many tuning adjustments you can make on your machine. Mastering the right set will help you hone your driving technique, thereby improving your lap times. This makes a big difference when you’re going up against the big boys on the circuit.

There are five categories from which you can choose: Course, Weather, Settings, Practice, and Exit. Use the Control Pad to move through the categories, and press BUTTON A to select the category you want.

Weather Selection Screen
**Settings**

There are 11 different areas in which you can tune and alter your car’s design to adjust to various driving conditions and your own racing style. The IFORA recognizes that drivers new to the pro circuit may not be completely familiar with the effects of these adjustments and has therefore made available the tuning set used by Aguri Suzuki, one of the circuit’s premier drivers. Rookies are advised to use the set of this seasoned veteran until their driving skills have developed and matured. However, the best drivers take the time to learn how each area affects a car’s performance, and experiment until they find the setting combination that best suits their technique.

**Practice**

This option puts you on the track you selected with the car and weather conditions of your choosing. It’s the perfect forum in which to test your ability and various car tuning sets. It is where every racer goes to train and get the experience necessary to prepare for the high-level competition in *Championship Mode*.

**Exit**

This will take you back to the Game Mode Screen.
**Reading Screen Data**

There are many elements that appear on the screen during the course of a race or a practice run that give a driver vital information. It is best to be aware of changes in this information throughout the course of the race.

- **Tire Grip Indicator**
  Keeps you abreast of your tires' condition during the race (see page 18 for a full description of tire grip).

- **Field Placement**
  During races in *Championship Mode* your position in the field of drivers will appear beneath the Tire Grip Indicator. (Field Placement does not appear during practice runs.)

- **Course Map**
  Shows your placement on the race course. In *Championship Mode*, it will display your position and that of the lead car. In *Vs. 2nd Player Mode*, both racers will be displayed.

- **Tachometer**
  Shows the engine RPMs. When the tachometer enters the red zone, the engine has “redlined,” and is operating at its maximum capacity in that gear.

- **Total Race Time**
  Displays the total amount of time elapsed in the race.

- **Time On Last Lap**
  Displays the amount of time it took for you to complete the last full lap.

- **Fastest Lap Time**
  Displays your best time on a completed lap during the course of the race.

- **SP Gas Available**
  Displays amount of SP Gas, or special gasoline, available for use (see page 22 for more details).

- **Current Lap/Total Laps**
  Displays your current lap and the total number of laps in the race.

- **Gear Window**
  Displays the gear currently in use.
**Vs. 2nd Player Mode**

This is your chance to race head-to-head simultaneously against another opponent. When you select *Vs. 2nd Player Mode* from the Game Mode Screen, you will see the 1P Vs. 2P Options Screen. There are five categories from which to choose: **Course**, **Weather**, **Settings**, **Race**, and **Exit**.

**Course**
You may choose to compete on any of the 16 available Grand Prix courses, or the two optional courses. Press **BUTTON A** to select the course.

**Weather**
This will display what the weather conditions are on each of the 16 Grand Prix courses, or on the two optional courses. Remember: you cannot change the weather conditions in *Vs. 2nd Player Mode* as you can in *Free Practice Mode*.

**Settings**
This will display a setting menu for Player One and Player Two. Each player then takes turns selecting their own tunings as in *Free Practice Mode*.

**Race**
This puts you and your opponent on the selected course and ready to begin the race. The screen will be split into two sections: Player One will always be on the top of the screen and Player Two will always be on the bottom screen. Use the **Options Mode** (see page 10 for details) on the Game Mode Screen to select the number of laps that you want to race.

**Exit**
This will take you back to the Game Mode Screen.
The IFORA has chosen Aguri Suzuki, one of its master Formula One drivers, to be used as a measuring stick for your skills. Choosing this mode will pit you against Aguri, head-to-head. It's a great opportunity to test your skills one-on-one against one of the elite drivers in the sport. A true professional whose automotive knowledge is without peer, Aguri will always have a well-tuned car. Rookies can learn volumes about the racing craft by simply competing against him and watching how he handles each course. Though the screen does not split for competition against Aguri, all other game conditions are identical to Vs. 2nd Player Mode.
Welcome to the IFORA Grand Prix Circuit! This is the big time. You will be competing against the top drivers in the sport on the toughest courses in the world.

Each of the 16 Grand Prix courses are based on existing courses of the Grand Prix circuit, and are reproduced as accurately as possible with great attention to detail. You’ll really feel like you’re on the tarmac with the pros!

In **Championship Mode** there are two options, **Continue** and **New Game**. **Continue** enables you to continue a previously saved game with the use of a password, while **New Game** will start a new **Championship Mode** campaign from the beginning. (See page 27 for a complete discussion of passwords.)

In Championship racing, there are six laps in each race, the winner being the driver who records the best time. There is only one winner per race. Points are awarded in descending order to the remainder of the drivers based on their finishing times. All drivers that finish the race are automatically awarded 500 points.

**Money Points**

In **Championship Mode**, drivers will also be awarded money points based on their finishing time. These points can be used to purchase higher grades of engines, gas, and chassis during the course of a **Championship Mode** campaign. Remember that the various grades of tires, suspensions, and wings are free and require no **Money Points**.
Qualification

Drivers must run a time-trial qualification race of two laps to determine their starting position in any Championship Mode race. The first lap of the qualification race is not timed and therefore does not count against a driver's qualifying time. The clock will start at the beginning of the second lap and the driver's qualifying time will be recorded and ranked as soon as that lap is completed. Following the qualification race, you will see the Starting Grid Screen, which shows each driver's time in the qualification race, and their overall starting position for the final race. You will then be returned to the Car Setting Options Screen where you can make adjustments to your car's tuning set prior to competing in the six-lap final race.
Pit Stops

Pit Stops

![Pit Stop Screen](image)

The friction of high-speed driving causes a tremendous amount of wear and tear on your tires. During the course of the race, your tires may become too worn and your car will be vulnerable to spinouts. At the start of a race, the Tire Grip Indicator in the upper left corner of the screen will be completely green. The green will recede to the left as the race continues and your tires wear out.

When your tires begin to lose their grip, find the “Pit Stop” sign in the middle of the screen and then slow down to enter the Pit Road (the Pit road will always be next to the starting line of a course). Once in the Pit, the various tire grades will appear on the screen. Use the Control Pad to move through the choices and press BUTTON A to select the tire grade you want.

Remember: the time you spend in the Pit is counted as part of your total race time, so make your selection quickly!

IFORA PIT STOP REGULATIONS

- No Goal After Pit Stop: A driver may not finish the race if he enters the Pit in the final lap. Drivers entering the Pit on the last lap will be required to complete an additional lap in order to complete the race as a penalty for this violation.
- The game cannot be paused during a Pit Stop.
IFORA Racing Tips

- Since the first lap of a qualification race is not timed or counted, it is best not to drive at high speed. Doing so will unnecessarily wear down your tire grip which could negatively affect your time in the second lap. The IFORA recommends soft, high-traction Q-grade tires for the best results in qualification races.

- In Championship Mode the player will only be allowed to begin the race with a V-8 engine. Try to do your best with this V-8 in the first four races on the Championship circuit. Do not spend Money Points on SP Gas or other parts; save them until you have enough to upgrade to the V-10 engine. The V-10’s versatile balance of torque and horsepower will be a more valuable addition to your car down the stretch than the other options.

- The best drivers are able to use as little brake as possible during turns in order to maintain their speed. Try “pumping” the brakes (braking slightly several times) and accelerating delicately before the turns. You can also regain lost speed quickly by using SP Gas after negotiating the turn.

- A spinout can cost you valuable time and speed if you cannot quickly reposition your car and get back into the thick of the race. In a spinout, push the accelerator intermittently so that you can maintain as much of your speed and field position as possible. Knowing that you can quickly regain control will allow you to risk spinouts in order to push your machine to its limit and shave precious seconds off your lap times.

- During the course of the race, cars that collide into the rear end of other cars will spin out. The IFORA discourages any intentional contact between the vehicles of race participants, though some drivers on the circuit have been known to use this “bump” technique to slow down opponents attempting to overtake them.
The way the settings of your car are tuned will greatly affect your driving technique and race strategy. When choosing settings, carefully consider all the factors of the race you are preparing for: number of laps, track layout, weather, opponent, etc. Use the Control Pad to move about the Car Setting Options Screen to the area that is to be tuned. Press BUTTON A to go to the Parts Selection Screen. After you have made all of your adjustments, finalize your choices by selecting Exit and pushing BUTTON A.

Choosing Aguri’s Set
The IFORA recognizes that drivers new to the pro circuit may not be completely familiar with the effects of tuning set adjustments. It has therefore made available the tuning set used by Aguri Suzuki, one of the circuit’s premier drivers. What works for one driver, however, may not fit the skill level or driving style of another. Therefore, the IFORA strongly recommends that each driver take the time to experiment and customize their car to a setting combination that amplifies their best driving qualities. This will help to maintain the IFORA’s tradition of high-caliber competition.
F. Wing
The F. Wing, or front wing, is located at the front of the machine and is used to adjust the downforce wind. The stronger the downforce is, the more stable your machine will handle the turns on the course. However, a strong downforce will significantly reduce your speed. Press UP or DOWN on the Control Pad to adjust the front wing to one of its eight possible settings, and BUTTON A to finalize your selection. BUTTON B returns you to the Car Setting Options Screen.

Tires
There are seven grades of tires from which you can select, and they are divided into two groups. Slick tires are for dry and hot weather, and Rain tires are for rainy weather and wet course conditions. The softer the tires, the better their grip on the track. However, softer tires will wear out and lose their grip more quickly. Q-grade tires are especially soft and have excellent grip, which makes them well-suited for qualification races. Press LEFT or RIGHT on the Control Pad to choose between Slick and Rain tires, and then UP and DOWN to select Hard, Normal or Soft tires. Q-grades are not available for Rain tires. BUTTON A will finalize your selection. BUTTON B returns you to the Car Setting Options Screen.

Brakes
The brakes can be adjusted to one of four levels from Hard to Soft. A good set of brakes can play an important role in shortening lap time by allowing the driver to brake at the last second before entering the turn. Hard brakes will slow your car more quickly than Soft brakes. However, Hard brakes are not always the best choice for your car; remember that the balance between brake and machine is a more important factor. Press UP or DOWN on the Control Pad to adjust the brakes and BUTTON A to finalize your selection. BUTTON B returns you to the Car Setting Options Screen.

Steering
The steering’s handling reaction can be adjusted to one of four levels from Quick to Slow. Quick handling will give a fast steering reaction; Slow handling is a softer, slower reaction. Press UP or DOWN on the Control Pad to adjust the steering and BUTTON A to finalize your selection. BUTTON B returns you to the Car Setting Options Screen.
Tuning Areas
Of Your Car (Contd.)

F. Sus.
A car’s suspension—its ability to hold
the track—is vital to its success. The
F. Sus., or front suspension, holds the
front wheels in line and works to stabi-
lize the car. While Soft suspension will
decrease a tire’s grip, it will also slow
the rate at which the tires wear down.
Hard suspension increases tire grip
and hastens wear. Press UP or DOWN
on the Control Pad to adjust the front
suspension to one of its four possible set-
tings and BUTTON A to finalize your
selection. BUTTON B returns you to the
Car Setting Options Screen.

SP Gas
SP Gas, or special gasoline, gives ex-
plosive acceleration, and is useful for
breaking away from the pack at the
beginning of a race or regaining speed
lost during turns. It cannot, however,
increase a car’s top speed, and is there-
fore useless to an already fast-running
machine. A player can fuel up with the
following IFORA-approved gasolines:
Normal, 20 ml Special, or 50 ml
Special. Note that 50 ml Special Gas
will increase your car’s weight. Press
LEFT or RIGHT on the Control Pad to
choose a type of gas. In Championship
Mode, a red “X” through a gas type in-
dicates that you do not have sufficient
Money Points to purchase this setting.
Press BUTTON A to finalize your selec-
tion. BUTTON B will return you to the
Car Setting Options Screen.

R. Wing
As with the car’s front wing, the R. Wing,
or rear wing causes the downforce wind
to stabilize the machine at high speeds
and through the turns. The rear wing
adjustment affects the car’s tail slide,
which can lead to spinouts. Precau-
tions should be taken in setting the balance
between the machine’s front and rear
wings. Press UP or DOWN on the
Control Pad to adjust the rear wing to
one of its eight possible settings, and
BUTTON A to finalize your selection.
BUTTON B returns you to the Car
Setting Options Screen.

R. Sus.
The R. Sus., or rear suspension, works
like the front suspension to hold the
wheels in line and stabilize the car. A
Hard setting on the rear suspension
will hasten tire wear, but help to avoid
tail sliding in the turns. Press UP or
DOWN on the Control Pad to adjust the
rear suspension to one of its four possi-
ble settings, and BUTTON A to finalize
your selection. BUTTON B returns you
to the Car Setting Options Screen.
Engine
Most Formula One cars use a turbocharged Cosworth-Ford engine. A driver can choose from six different variations of this type of engine: two each of the V-8, V-10 and V-12. Each engine offers a different horsepower and torque ratio. V-8s offer a high torque ratio at low revs, which makes them ideal for city races and courses with a lot of turns. V-12s have good torque at higher revs, which gives them excellent acceleration on straightaways. Between these is the V-10, which strikes a balance between torque and horsepower. In Championship Mode, the player will start with a V-8 engine and must earn points before being able to change to a V-10 or a V-12. Press LEFT or RIGHT on the Control Pad to choose a V-8, V-10, or V-12 engine, and UP and DOWN to select variations of these engine types. In Championship Mode, a red “X” through an engine type indicates that you do not have sufficient Money Points to purchase this setting. Press BUTTON A to finalize your selection and BUTTON B to return to the Car Setting Options Screen.

Trans
A machine’s Trans, or transmission, is crucial to determining the RPM ceiling at which the engine “redlines” (i.e., reaches its maximum operating capacity in a gear) and, therefore, the car’s top speed. It is important to select a transmission that matches the engine. The three transmissions from which a player can select are the 4MT (four-speed manual transmission), 7MT (seven-speed manual transmission), and the 6AT (six-speed automatic transmission). Mastering the 7MT will do the most to help shorten a driver’s lap time. Press LEFT or RIGHT on the Control Pad to choose a transmission, and BUTTON A to finalize your selection. BUTTON B returns you to the Car Setting Options Screen.

Chassis
The chassis, or body of the machine, cradles the driver and holds all of the other parts together. It is constructed of lightweight, durable materials such as carbon. Often, the chassis is manufactured by a different company than the rest of the car’s parts. The fact that the chassis maker receives any moneys or awards won by a car illustrates how important chassis selection can be to the machine’s overall design. Heavier chassis tend to decrease a car’s speed and hinder its braking power. There are three chassis weights from which to select: 540 kg, 520 kg, and 500 kg.
Chassis (Contd.)
Press LEFT or RIGHT on the Control Pad to select a chassis. In **Championship Mode**, a red “X” through a chassis type indicates that you do not have sufficient Money Points to purchase this setting. Press BUTTON A to finalize your selection. BUTTON B will return you to the Car Setting Options Screen.

Aguri’s Set
While Aguri is a recognized leader in the sport, his choices are based on years of experience on the circuit and a well-honed driving technique. The control and handling of this car set require a professional hand. A player cannot choose this tuning set for competition in **Championship Mode**.
**Race Courses**

All of the courses in *Redline: F-1 Racer* are based on actual Grand Prix circuit courses, and have been reproduced to reflect each course’s design as accurately as possible. There are also two optional courses not based on existing Grand Prix courses. Over each course, the player will find IFORA racing tips specific to driving on that course. Use the Control Pad to scroll through the courses and the IFORA’s comments. In *Championship Mode*, the player will not be able to select the courses.

*The two optional courses are:*

**USA Grand Prix**

**Length: 6,235 km**

Good for training rookies in the basics of Formula One racing, this course has a lot of turns and high-speed straightaways. It is best used to test your tuning sets and to race against Aguri to observe his techniques.

**Oval Course**

**Length: 2,025 km**

Use this course to take your machine out and see what it can do. This course’s simple layout makes it ideal for testing a car’s top speed and its cornering ability. It is good for practice runs.
Drivers' Points

After completing a race in Championship Mode, the game will automatically shift to the Result Screen on which each driver's finishing order and fastest lap time will be displayed. Afterwards, the Drivers’ Point Screen will display the total points and ranking number of every racer on the circuit, including the player.

The IFORA bases all lap times on a 59'59"99 clock timing system.
Password Entry

Following the appearance of the Drivers’ Points Screen after the completion of a *Championship Mode* race, the Password Screen will appear. On this screen, there will be a series of letters and numbers. This is the password code that you must use if you wish to stop play and continue from this point at a later time.

When you wish to continue the game, choose the **Continue** option on the Game Mode Screen. The Password Entry Screen will appear. Enter your password by using the **Control Pad** to move the cursor along the bar of letters and numbers at the bottom of the screen, and press **BUTTON A** to select the character you want. When you have entered the complete password, move the cursor to **End** and press **BUTTON A**. Your *Championship Mode* campaign will then resume at the point where you left off.
IFORA’s Official Drivers Roster

The following is a list of the drivers who are officially registered competitors on the International Formula One Racing Association’s Grand Prix Circuit:

A. Suzuki       M. Alboreto
B. Gachot       M. Brundle
E. Comas        M. Gugelmin
G. Berger       M. Hakkinen
I. Capelli      N. Mansell
J. Alesi        R. Patrese
J. Herbert      S. Modena
J. J. Lehto     T. Boutsen

The IFORA’s list of registered drivers is made up of some of motor sports’ most revered names. These are your peers and opponents—actual world-class Formula One drivers. To compete at their level will require the same dedication and tenacity that they have displayed throughout their long and storied careers. Good luck!
Learn all that you can about transmission and engine characteristics to get the best results from your machine. The best drivers become students of gear and torque ratios, always seeking the perfect combination to get them the best time possible.

- **4MT (Four-Speed Manual Transmission)**

- **7MT (Seven-Speed Manual Transmission)**

- **6AT (Six-Speed Automatic Transmission)**
**Torque Ratio**

- **V8 Engine**  
  (Types 1 & 2)

- **V10 Engine**  
  (Types 1 & 2)

- **V12 Engine**  
  (Types 1 & 2)

![Graphs of Torque Ratio for different engine types](image)
Coming Soon From Absolute!

SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

SUPER BATTLETANK 2™

The ultimate armored combat game explodes across your screen with 16 MEGs of incredible realism! Packed with more of the amazing graphics and senses-shattering firepower that made the original Super Battletank: War in the Gulf™ a runaway bestseller, SUPER BATTLETANK 2 brings you into a new realm of video game warfare!

Ultra-realistic animation sequences include SCUD and PATRIOT missile launches!

A camera on board your M1A2 displays full-motion video of enemy acquisition and termination!

Go topside and blast the enemy with the high-speed Phalanx machine gun!
Coming Soon From Absolute!

SUPER NINTENDO
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

TURN & BURN:
NO-FLY ZONE™

Scorch the skies with 16 MEGs
of mind-blowing flight simula-
tion! Strapped into the cockpit
of the Navy’s sleek and lethal
F-14D jet fighter, you’ll fly blue
water operations against a fully
rotational Mode 7 horizon! All of
the features that made Turn and
Burn™ on Game Boy®
a smash hit have been modified
and added to in order to bring you
16-bit sound barrier-blasting dogfights
and unparalleled realism!

An on-board, nose-mounted
camera records and displays
full-motion videos of your
kills!

Search the heavens for your
prey with an impressive array
of avionic technology!

Test your nerve with daring
day and night carrier
takeoffs and landings!
Coming Soon From Absolute!

SUPER NINTENDO
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Finally! A game with "more power!" TV's runaway hit sitcom comes to the Super NEST! Tim Taylor, seasoned tool connoisseur and hero of real men everywhere (or so he thinks) is a master craftsman and host of the popular "Tool Time" cable show. But you can bet that before this game is over, his mettle and masculinity will be tested as never before!

On hand for the action is Tim's trusty "Tool Time" sidekick, Al, and the entire Taylor clan! It's a wild, knock-down, drag-out brawl of man vs. machine that no one will want to miss!

©Touchstone Pictures & Television
Absolute Entertainment, Inc.'s
Limited 90-Day Warranty

Absolute Entertainment, Inc. warrants to the original retail purchaser of this video game computer program ("Program") that the Game Pak ("Game Pak") on which the Program is embodied will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the day of purchase. If your Game Pak becomes defective during that period, Absolute Entertainment, Inc. will replace it free of charge.

To replace a defective Game Pak during the warranty period, mail the entire Game Pak, proof of your purchase with the purchase date circled, a brief statement describing the defect, and a large, self-addressed stamped envelope to:

Warranty Officer
Absolute Entertainment, Inc.
Suite 300 South
10 Mountainview Road
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey 07458
Tel: (201) 818-1141

If your Game Pak fails after the end of the 90-day warranty period, you may return it to Absolute Entertainment, Inc. at the address above along with a check or money order for $25.00 and a brief statement describing the defect, and a large self-addressed stamped envelope. This offer to repair or replace defective Game Paks after the end of the 90-day warranty period may be withdrawn at any time without notice.

We recommend that defective Game Paks be packaged carefully and sent certified mail, return receipt requested. Absolute Entertainment, Inc. will not be responsible for replacing defective Game Paks until they have been received by us at the above address.

This warranty is limited to the Game Pak as originally supplied by Absolute Entertainment, Inc. and is not applicable to the Program embodied on the Game Pak. This warranty will not be honored if the defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment, improper care of the Game Pak, neglect, or normal wear and tear.

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIVES OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE WILL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE ABSOLUTE ENTERTAINMENT, INC. IN NO EVENT WILL ABSOLUTE ENTERTAINMENT, INC. BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THIS GAME PAK OR PROGRAM, INCLUDING DAMAGE TO PROPERTY, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED UNDER THE LAW, DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL INJURY, EVEN IF ABSOLUTE ENTERTAINMENT, INC. HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

THE PROGRAM IS SOLD "AS IS" AND NO WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES FOR MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OR PURPOSE, WILL BE APPLICABLE.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS AND/OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/OR EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIAL LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING OUR GAMES?
THEN CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER TO ORDER DIRECTLY:
1-800-237-8400
ASK FOR EXTENSION 201
(VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. A postage and handling charge of $4.00 will be added to each order. New Jersey residents add 6% sales tax.)
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS NUMBER IS FOR ORDERS ONLY. IT IS NOT EQUIPPED TO HANDLE GAME PLAY COUNSELING QUESTIONS.
Speed Notes

Game Play Questions?
Call 201-818-8878
Monday thru Friday 9AM - 5PM Eastern Time